Simon Says Stamp – Hexagon Tiles

Technique: die cutting  
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 25 minutes

STAMPS: none

INKS: none

ACCESSORIES:
Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Simon Says Stamp Hexagon Tiles dies
Simon Says Stamp Hooray sentiment die (sssd111943)
Simon Says Stamp Holographic Rainbows sequins
CZ Designs sentiment strips – Reverse Birthday
Paper cutter
Studio Katia embellishment wand and tray
Foam Squares ¼” Scor Tape

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Simon Says Stamp Peacock 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
Hammermill 100# White 4 x 5-1/4 – card front.
Simon Says Stamp: Royal Purple, Peacock, Sea Glass, Leaf Green, Mint and Lavender small scraps of each to cut out the 6 piece hex.
Royal Purple 3 x 6 – cut out sentiment 3 times

DIRECTIONS:
1. Cut the 6 piece hex six times in all six colors. Also cut out 6 solid hex, in all 6 colors
2. Separate the pieces and lay out the fan for each hex.
3. Use the white glue to attach the pieces to the hex.
TIP – note that your color combo moves over one block each time otherwise you have to cut out each color 6 times to get all 6 hex’s the same.
4. Line the pieces up down the left side of the card front.
5. Glue them down and trim the top and bottom pieces before attaching to the card base with the Scor Tape.
6. Die cut the sentiment 3 times from the Royal Purple card stock
7. Use the white glue to stack the sentiments together before attaching to the card.
8. Trim out one of the sentiments from the Sentiment Strips.
9. Attach under the “hooray” sentiment with pieces of foam squares to pop it up slightly.
10. Use the embellishment wand and tray to add a few sequins

**Happy Stamping**
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- Simon Says Stamp HEXAGON TILE Wafer...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...

Hammermill WHITE 100 LB SMOOTH...

Simon Says Stamp HOORAY Wafer Die...

Simon Says Stamp Sequins HOLOGRAPHIC...

CZ Design SENTIMENT STRIPS REVERSE...

Therm O Web 0.5 INCH PURPLE TAPE Easy...

Spellbinders PLATINUM Die Cutting and...

T016 Spellbinders TOOL 'N ONE at...

Tombow MONO MULTI Liquid Glue Two...

Scor-Tape 0.25 Inch Crafting Tape

Simon Says Stamp BIG MOMMA FOAM TAPE...

Scrapbook Adhesives 3D 217 WHITE FOAM...